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Abstract: The authors consider a power system composed of several non-synchronous AC areas connected by a multi-terminal
high-voltage direct current (HVDC) grid. In this context, the authors propose a distributed control scheme that modifies the power
injections from the different AC areas into the DC grid so as to make the system collectively react to load imbalances. This
collective reaction allows each individual AC area to downscale its primary reserves. The scheme is inspired by algorithms
for the consensus problem extensively studied by the control theory community. It modifies the power injections based on
frequency deviations of the AC areas so as to make them stay close to each other. A stability analysis of the closed-loop
system is reported as well as simulation results on a benchmark power system with five AC areas. These results show that
with proper tuning, the control scheme makes the frequency deviations converge rapidly to a common value following a load
imbalance in an area.
1 Introduction
The frequency of an AC power system varies when there is an
imbalance between the produced and the consumed amounts
of power. To maintain the frequency of a power system close
to its nominal value, system operators have developed
frequency control schemes, which are usually classified
according to the time scale of their actions [1]. The actions
corresponding to the shortest time scale are usually referred
to as ‘primary frequency control’. It consists of automatic
adjustment, within a few seconds after a power imbalance,
of the generators’ power output based on locally measured
frequency variations. To this end, the generators must have
power margins that can be rapidly deployed, that is,
primary frequency control reserves.
The frequency averaged over a few seconds can be
considered identical in any part of a synchronous area. With
a common frequency, every generator participating in
primary frequency control adjusts its generation output in
response to frequency excursions in the synchronous area,
regardless of the location of the power imbalances. As the
efforts of these generators sum up within a synchronous
area, larger systems usually experience smaller frequency
deviations. In addition, given that the size of the primary
reserves required in a system is usually determined by the
single network element whose loss would have the greatest
impact on network power balance, larger systems also have
more consumers to bear the consequence of the loss of that
single element, which implies lower operational costs – per
MWh produced – associated to the provision of primary
reserves. This has been a significant motivation for
interconnecting regional and national systems to create
large-scale power systems, such as the UCTE network.
The development of high-voltage direct current (HVDC)
systems for bulk power transmission over long distances [2]
and underground cable crossings opens new perspectives
for interconnecting non-synchronous areas. In this context,
it is generally expected that the power flows through an
HVDC system are set at scheduled values, whereas the
frequencies of the AC areas remain independent. This type
of HVDC control scheme may prevent the system from
cascading outages by limiting the effects of a severe
contingency within one area [3]. It also makes sense when
the interconnected transmission utilities cannot agree on a
common practice in terms of frequency control. However,
this control scheme prevents the primary reserves from
being shared among the non-synchronous AC areas, as the
generators in one area are insensitive to frequency
excursions in other areas. Since the supply of primary
reserves represents a significant part of the operational
transmission costs [4], it would be economically
advantageous to share primary reserves among the non-
synchronous areas by making use of the fast power-tracking
capability of HVDC converters.
Hence, the use of HVDC for primary frequency control has
been considered in [5, 6] for a system with two AC areas.
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In these references, it is suggested to add to the scheduled
power flow setting, a term that is proportional to the
frequency difference between the two areas. Simulation
results provided in both papers show that such frequency
feedback control leads to smaller frequency differences
between the two areas. Furthermore, de Toledo et al. [5]
also mention that using HVDC for primary frequency
control yields reduced costs of primary reserves.
The present paper proposes and studies a distributed
control scheme to share the primary reserves among an
arbitrary number of non-synchronous AC areas connected
by a multi-terminal HVDC (MT-HVDC) system. Although
the control laws proposed in [5, 6] were heuristically
designed, our control scheme is derived from algorithms for
the extensively studied consensus problem, which appears
in the context of coordination of multi-agent systems [7].
With the proposed scheme, the power injections from the
AC areas into the DC grid are coordinated in such a way
that the frequency deviations of all the AC areas stay close
to each other despite power imbalances in one area. Thus,
this control scheme makes it possible to decrease the
necessary amount of primary reserves for the entire system,
as if the AC areas were interconnected through an AC grid.
Theoretically, this control scheme can be applied to both
thyristor-based HVDC systems and voltage–source–
converter (VSC)-based HVDC systems. However, as
thyristor-based HVDC converters necessitate adequate
reactive power support, VSC would be a more appropriate
technology thanks to its independent control on real and
reactive power.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes
primary frequency control and proposes a model of an MT-
HVDC system. Section 3 formulates the control objective
and proposes a distributed control scheme. Section 4
analyses stability of the controlled system. Section 5 gathers
simulation results on a five-area system. Section 6 concludes.
2 Primary frequency control in an MT-HVDC
system
In this section, we first describe the mechanism of primary
frequency control of one generator, from which the notion
of primary reserve arises. Then, a model for studying
frequency deviations in a MT-HVDC system is proposed.
2.1 Primary frequency control and primary reserve
A generator that participates in primary frequency control is
equipped with a speed governor, which observes the shaft’s
rotating speed, and uses a servomotor to control a throttle
that determines the amount of fluid sent to the turbine [8].
When the speed governor detects a deviation of the
generator rotational speed, which is proportional to the
stator electrical frequency f, its servomotor adjusts
the opening of the throttle valve within a few seconds,
thereby modifying the power input to the generator Pm.
When the frequency is equal to its nominal value fnom, Pm
equals its reference value Pom. As P
o
m is set by secondary
frequency control within a period of about 30 s [1], we
assume in this paper that Pom remains constant.











where Tsm is the time constant of the servomotor, s is the
generator droop, and Pnom the rated mechanical power of
the generator.




m , are imposed
by technical and economic attributes of the generator. The
quantity Pmaxm − Pom is referred to as ‘primary reserve’.
2.2 MT-HVDC system model
To study frequency variations in an MT-HVDC system, we
consider the system represented in Fig. 1. The system has
three types of components: a DC grid, N non-synchronous
AC areas and N converters that interface the AC areas with
the DC grid.
2.2.1 DC grid: As the electrical time constant of a DC grid
is of the order of a few milliseconds [9], transient dynamics of
the DC grid are not considered hereafter.
To take into account the general case where all the nodes
are not connected to an AC area, we suppose that there are
in total M ≥ N nodes in the DC grid and that node i is
connected to AC area i via converter i, ∀i [ {1, . . . , N}.
Then, the power transferred from node i to node j within




i − V dcj )
Rij
(2)
where V dci and V
dc
j are the voltages at nodes i and j,
respectively, and Rij is the resistance between these two
nodes. If nodes i and j are not directly connected, Rij is
considered equal to infinity. Note that there must be either a
direct or an indirect connection between any two nodes,
otherwise the DC grid would be made of several parts
disconnected from each other.
Let Pdci denote the power injection from AC area i into the




Pdci for i ≤ N
0 for i . N
{
(3)
By replacing Pdcij by (2), we can write (3) in matrix form
Pdc = diag(V dc1 , . . . , V dcM )AV dc (4)
where Pdc is a vector of length M with the first N components
equal to Pdc1 , . . . , P
dc
N and the last M–N components equal to
0, V dc is a vector containing the DC voltages V dc1 , . . . , V
dc
M .
Fig. 1 MT-HVDC system connecting N AC areas via N converters
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for i = j
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
Given a connected matrix A, (4) has a unique solution once
the voltage V dc of a node and the power injections Pdc of
the other nodes are fixed.
2.2.2 AC areas: An AC area in a real HVDC system usually
contains a large number of generators. In our study on
primary frequency control, whose time scale is several
seconds, the frequency can be considered identical in any
part of the AC area. Thus, we use an aggregated model to
represent the mechanical dynamics of all the generators
within the area. Aggregation methods such as the one in
[10] can be used to find the parameters of the aggregated
generator.
On the one hand, the evolution of the frequency is




= Pmi − Pei
2pfi
− 2pDgi(fi − fnom,i) (5)
where fi is the frequency of area i, and fnom,i its nominal value;
Pmi and Pei are the mechanical power input and the electrical
power output of the aggregated generator for area i,
respectively; Ji and Dgi are the moment of inertia and the
damping factor of this generator. On the other hand, in
response to frequency excursions, the speed governor of the
aggregated generator adjusts its mechanical power input Pmi
according to (1).
The loads within an area are also aggregated and their sum,
denoted by Pli, is represented by a static load model [11]
Pli = Poli · (1 + Dli(fi − fnom,i)) (6)
where Poli is the value of Pli when fi ¼ fnom,i, and Dli is the
frequency sensitivity factor.
Finally, the power balance within area i requires that
Pei = Pli + Pdci (7)
2.2.3 Converters: Conventionally, in an MT-HVDC
system, only one of the converters regulates the DC
voltage, whereas all the others control the power exchanged
between the AC and the DC sides [12–14]. In fact, the
converter regulating the DC voltage plays the role of the
slack bus that maintains the power balance within the DC
grid, and the latter can be considered as a power exchange
centre between the different AC areas. Without loss of
generality, we assume that it is the converter connected to
area N that regulates the DC voltage.
Formally, with the notations introduced in Section 2.2.1,
Pdc1 , . . . , P
dc
N−1 can be used as control variables to achieve a
control objective, whereas PdcN is determined by the DC grid
load flow to maintain the power balance within the DC
grid, that is, the value of PdcN corresponds to the single





2.3 Events leading to frequency excursions
A frequency excursion results from a power imbalance, which
may originate from a variation in demand or generation. The
most common events consist of continual variations in the
load demand Poli, which require that the generation utilities
taking part in frequency regulation continually adjust their
output. For such types of events, the aggregated generator
inertia Ji and the reserve P
max
mi − Pomi of each area are
usually considered unchanged. More rarely, a sudden loss
of a generator also results in a power imbalance. In this
case, the inertia and the reserve of the AC areas change.
For the sake of simplicity, in the theoretical and the
experimental studies reported later in this paper, we will only
consider demand-related imbalances. More specifically, we
will study the effects, on our controlled system dynamics, of
a step change in the load demand of one of the AC areas.
This step response analysis is sufficient to characterise
system behaviour in more general conditions (at very least,
by the superposition principle, for the linearised system).
3 Distributed control scheme
In this section, we propose a distributed control scheme that
shares primary reserves among non-synchronous AC areas.
3.1 Control objective
To make every generator sensitive to a system-wide power
imbalance, the frequency of every AC area must reflect the
overall generation/demand balance of the entire system.
This can be achieved by making the frequency deviations
of all areas follow each other at any time. Thus, our
objective is to design a control scheme that makes equal the
frequency deviations of all the areas.
The control variables are the power injections
Pdc1 , . . . , P
dc
N−1. They are modulated under the following
constraints
Pdc, mini ≤ Pdci ≤ Pdc, maxi , ∀i [ {1, . . . , N} (8)
V dc, mini ≤ V dci ≤ V dc, maxi , ∀i [ {1, . . . , M} (9)






i , resp.) are the
minimum and the maximum acceptable values of Pdci (V
dc
i ,
resp.). In practice, these values depend on both the
technological characteristics of converter i and the DC
voltages of the other converters in the DC grid. Indeed,
appropriate V dc, mini and V
dc, max
i are meant to ensure that the
transmission limits of the DC lines and the power ratings of
the converters are not exceeded.
3.2 Control scheme
We propose a distributed control scheme composed of N–1
subcontrollers, one for each HVDC converter except
converter N which maintains the voltage of the DC grid.
The subcontroller assigned to converter i [ {1, . . . , N 2 1}
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† Dfi ¼ fi 2 fnom,i is the frequency deviation of area i.
† a and b are analogous to the integral control gain and the
proportional control gain of a PI controller, respectively. The
higher the gains, the closer the areas’ frequencies stay to each
other when one area experiences a sudden power imbalance.
Gain values are limited in practice by (i) the maximal rate of
change of power flows through the converter, and (ii) stability
considerations of the controlled system, for example, taking
delays into account (see [15]).
† bij’s are the coefficients representing the communication
graph between the AC areas. The value of bij equals 1 if
subcontroller i receives frequency information of area j, and
0 otherwise.
The control law for subcontroller i is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The intuition behind the control scheme defined in (10) is as
follows. If the frequency deviation of area i is higher (lower,
resp.) than the average frequency deviation of the other
areas, then more (less, resp.) power should be withdrawn
from this area to drive its frequency deviation back towards
that of the other areas. The adjustment of this power (Pdci ) is
determined by subcontroller i, which is a PI controller whose
error signal is the sum of the differences between its own
frequency deviation and that of the AC areas from which it
obtains information. From a global point of view, the control
scheme composed of all the subcontrollers takes the form of
an algorithm for the consensus problem. This problem
appears in the context of coordination of multi-agent
systems: the objective is, for agents performing a collective
task in a distributed way (i.e. without a supervisor telling
everyone what to do), to exchange and process information
in order to reach agreement on quantities of interest that are
necessary to coordinate their actions [7, 16]. This framework
indeed corresponds to the HVDC interconnection setting.
Theoretical results on consensus will therefore provide
useful tools for the stability study of our control scheme.
We assume in this paper that the communication channels
between the AC areas are delay-free, that is, if one AC area
has access to the system information of another area, then
this information is instantaneously available. The effects of
time-delays on the control scheme are investigated in
another paper by the authors [15].
Remark 1: To comply with Constraints (8) and (9), a saturation
function for control variables should be introduced. In most
cases, these restrictions do not affect the effectiveness of the
control scheme. Indeed, V dc1 , . . . , V
dc
N are close to each other
under normal operating conditions. However, limitations on
Pdc1 , . . . , P
dc
N could indeed significantly limit the degree of
primary reserve sharing. This impact could be compared
with that of the maximum current limits on AC tie lines.
4 Stability analysis of the control scheme
This section reports a theoretical study on the stability
properties of the control scheme. We first characterise the
unique equilibrium point of a system subjected to a power
imbalance in one AC area. Then, we elaborate on the
conditions under which the system converges to that
equilibrium point, and we prove stability for the particular
case where all the AC areas have identical parameters.
The stability analysis relies on the following assumptions:







Remark 2: Assumption 1 is justifiable for the reason that the
losses in the DC grid are small compared to the power
exchanged in the grid, and that the variations of these
losses are still smaller compared to the total losses when
Pdc1 , . . . , P
dc
N−1 vary according to (10).
Fig. 2 Diagram of the control law for subcontroller i
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Assumption 2: The communication graph that represents the
frequency information availability at different subcontrollers
has the following properties:
† The communication graph is constant in time.
† The communication graph is connected, that is, if bij ¼ 0,
then there must exist some intermediate indices k1, . . . , km
such that bik1 = bk1 k2 = · · · = bkmj = 1.
† The communication graph is undirected, that is, if the
subcontroller of one area has access to the frequency
information of another area, then the subcontroller of this
second area also has access to the frequency information
of the first one, that is, if bij ¼ 1 then bji ¼ 1,
∀i, j [ {1, . . . , N 2 1}.
Assumption 3: The non-linear equation resulting from (5)–(7)








− 2pDi(fi − fnom,i) (12)





li being the value
of Poli at the equilibrium point around which the linearisation
is carried out.
It is important to note that, under Assumptions 1 and 2, the
dynamics of PdcN to satisfy (11) are the same as described by
(10), where bNi ¼ biN, ∀i [ {1, . . . , N}. In the following, the
HVDC system is thus modelled by a linear system, where the
dynamics of area i [ {1, . . . , N} are defined by (1), (12) and
controller (10).
4.1 Equilibrium point
Proposition 1: Consider that the HVDC system, initially
operating at its nominal equilibrium, is suddenly subjected
to a step change in the load demand of one of its AC areas.
Then, under Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, the (linearised)
HVDC system has a unique equilibrium point, at which the
frequency deviations of all AC areas are equal.
Proof: Prior to the step change in the load demand of one AC
area, each area is considered in steady state with its frequency
regulated at fnom,i. We denote these steady-state values by
the variables with a bar overhead. After the step change in
the load, the variables start to change. We introduce the
following incremental variables
xi(t) = fi(t) − fnom,i
yi(t) = Pmi(t) − Pmi
ui(t) = Pdci (t) − P
dc
i
vi(t) = Poli(t) − P
o
li
By introducing these variables, (1), (10) and (12) become
dxi(t)
dt
= −a1ixi(t) + a2iyi(t) − a2iui(t) − a2ivi(t) (13)
dyi(t)
dt

















where a1i ¼ Di/Ji, a2i ¼ 1/(4p
2fnom,iJi), a3i ¼ Pnom,i/(Tsmisifnom,i)
and a4i ¼ 1/Tsmi. Note that a1i, a2i, a3i and a4i are all positive
constants.
Equations (13)–(15) describe the closed-loop dynamics of
AC area i, where the state variables are xi(t), yi(t), ui(t), and
the external input is vi(t). Initially, all the state variables are
equal to zero, since they are defined as the incremental
values with respect to the initial nominal equilibrium. At t0,
a step change in load occurs in area m such that
vi(t) =




We now search for equilibrium points of the system following






i ) characterise the state








Thus, (13)–(15) become algebraic equations
0 = −a1ixei + a2iyei − a2iuei − a2ivi(t . t0) (18)






i − xej ) (20)
Equation (20) can be written in matrix form for the entire
HVDC system. Define the vector xe = [xe1, . . . , xeN ]T and let
0N (1N, resp.) denote the column vector of length N with all
components equal to 0 (1, resp.). Then, Equation (20)
becomes
0N = aLxe (21)
where L is the Laplacian matrix of the communication graph.
It is defined by
[L]ij =
−bij for i = j∑
j=i
bij for i = j
⎧⎨
⎩ (22)
The Laplacian matrix L of a communication graph satisfying
Assumption 2 is symmetric positive semi-definite and its only
zero eigenvalue corresponds to the eigenvector 1N. Therefore
equilibrium requires that the frequency deviations of all AC
areas be equal. Let xe be the value of this common
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We see in the above expressions that if xe can be uniquely
determined, then the equilibrium point exists and is unique.
In fact, Assumption 1 implies that
∑N
i=1 ui(t) remains
constant, and the initial conditions yield that∑N
i=1 ui(0) = 0. Thus
∑N
i=1
uei = 0 (25)
From (24), we see that xe is uniquely determined as








Remark 3: We considered above that the step change in the
load occurs in only one AC area. However, for the general
case where vi(t) changes in more than one area and
eventually settles at vi different from 0, it is straightforward
to extend the above results to reach a similar conclusion on











Remark 4: A physical interpretation for the different
components of the equilibrium point can be found. Indeed,




















i is the total change in the mechanical power
because of primary frequency control of all areas;
∑N
i=1 vi




i is the total
change in the losses within the DC grid, and it equals 0,
see (25); and (
∑N
i=1 a1i/a2i)x
e contains the damping effects
of the generators and the loads resulted from non-zero
frequency deviations.




much smaller than that of
∑N
i=1 vi, which means that the
final variation in the mechanical power induced by primary
frequency control of all the areas is approximately equal to
the total variation in the load.
Having computed the equilibrium of the system as a
function of vi, we make the final change of variables
xnew,i(t) = xi(t) − xe
ynew,i(t) = yi(t) − yei
unew,i(t) = ui(t) − uei
i ¼ 1, . . . , N. Define the vectors
xnew(t) = [xnew,1(t), . . . , xnew,N (t)]T
ynew(t) = [ynew,1(t), . . . , ynew,N (t)]T
unew(t) = [unew,1(t), . . . , unew,N (t)]T
and the matrices Ai ¼ diag(a1i, . . . , aNi),i ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4. Then,
the dynamics of the linear system for variables xnew, ynew,
































The stability of this system – and thus the convergence
property of the system towards equal frequency deviations
when subjected to small load variations – can be inferred
from the eigenvalues of M. It is not difficult to see that M
will always have one zero eigenvalue, associated to the
eigenvector
1N ′
A−14 A3 1N ′




⎠. The strict zero
eigenvalue corresponds to a continuum of equilibria with
different values of
∑N
i=1 ui. This direction of variation can
be ignored since Assumption 1 guarantees that the system
under contingency keeps a constant value of
∑N
i=1 ui(t), see
the proof of Proposition 1. As a conclusion, M has one 0
eigenvalue which is irrelevant given Assumption 1, and
stability is dictated by its 3N–1 remaining eigenvalues.
For a given particular MT-HVDC system, the eigenvalues
of M can be computed numerically. The system with our
control scheme is then proven to be locally exponentially
stable if M has one zero eigenvalue (shift of equilibrium
point, see previous paragraph) and 3N–1 eigenvalues with
negative real part. However, it is not clear a priori for
which values of a and b (if there exist any) this is
achieved. In the next subsection, we propose a first step
towards a full theoretical stability analysis by considering
the special case where all AC areas have identical
parameters, that is
Ai = aiIN , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (30)
where IN is the N × N identity matrix.
4.2 Stability of the system with identical AC areas
Proposition 2: Consider that all the AC areas of the HVDC
system have identical parameters, and that Assumptions 1, 2
and 3 are satisfied. Then, the unique equilibrium with equal
frequency deviations given by (23), (24) and (27) is
exponentially stable for the MT-HVDC model with the
control scheme defined in (10) for any a . 0 and b ≥ 0.
Proof: Under Assumption 2, the Laplacian L of the
communication graph is positive semi-definite and has
eigenvalues such that 0 ¼ l1 , l2 ≤ . . . ≤ lN. Let U be an
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orthogonal matrix such that




(I3 ⊗ U−1)M(I3 ⊗ U) =
−a1IN a2IN −a2IN
−a3IN −a4IN 0






and M̃ has the same eigenvalues as M. By simple reordering
of rows and columns, M̃ can further be brought into block-









one for each eigenvalue of L.
For i ¼ 1, we have l1 ¼ 0, which gives the zero eigenvalue
associated to equilibrium shift, and covered by Assumption 1.




. Since the constants a1, a2, a3, a4 are all
positive as defined earlier, the eigenvalues associated to M̃1
must have negative real part.
Let jk denote an eigenvalue of M̃ i for i . 1. To find it, we
write
det (jkI3 − M̃ i) = j3k + (a1 + a4 + ba2li)j2k
+ (a1a4 + a2a3 + aa2li + ba2a4li)jk
+ aa2a4li (34)
By the Routh–Hurwitz stability criterion for negativity of
polynomial roots, all jk will have negative real part if, for
all i . 1
(a1 + a4 + ba2li) . 0 (35)
(a1 + a4 + ba2li)(a1a4 + a2a3 + aa2li + ba2a4li)
− aa2a4li . 0 (36)
aa2a4li . 0 (37)
Given the positiveness of the coefficients a1, a2, a3, a4
defined in Section 4.1, the above inequalities are satisfied
for all li . 0 as long as a . 0 and b ≥ 0. This completes
the proof. A
Remark 5: If we choose b ¼ 0, then the system will converge
at a slow pace dictated by the system’s dissipation. Taking
b . 0 introduces a dissipation-like term in the controller
and therefore allows much faster and less oscillatory
convergence to equal frequency deviations.
Remark 6: Note that the controller gains a and b are always
multiplied by the graph connectivity eigenvalue li in (34).
The slowest convergence rate will therefore be dictated by
the smallest Laplacian eigenvalue, l2. The latter is an
extensively studied object of graph theory, where it is called
the algebraic graph connectivity. This should allow
evaluating which graphs are more or less favourable (i.e.
require smaller or larger gains in our controller) for
synchronisation of frequency deviations.
The study reported hereabove shows that an MT-HVDC
system with identical AC areas is exponentially stable when
applying our control scheme. This theoretical study relies
on some simplifying assumptions. However, the obtained
exponential stability property is robust to small errors in the
system dynamics, which indicates that the result should
indeed hold on real systems with non-linear dynamics and
non-identical AC areas, as long as the disturbances are
small enough and the dissimilarities between the AC areas
are small enough. The next section further illustrates this
fact with numerical simulations.
5 Simulations
In this section, the control scheme is applied to a benchmark
system that has a five-terminal HVDC system. First, we fully
describe the benchmark system. Then, we report and discuss
simulation results.
5.1 Benchmark system and contingency
The benchmark system is made of five non-synchronous areas,
connected by a five-terminal HVDC system. The converter
of area 5 is chosen to regulate the DC voltage, whose
setting is 100 kV. The topology of the interconnected
system is represented in Fig. 3. The communication graph
coincides with the DC network topology. The DC
resistances between the AC areas are: R12 ¼ 1.39 V,
R15 ¼ 4.17 V, R23 ¼ 2.78 V, R25 ¼ 6.95 V, R34 ¼ 2.78 V
and R45 ¼ 2.78 V. In contrast to the stability analysis in
Section 4.2, the simulations consider AC areas with different
parameters, as summarised in Table 1. The initial values of
the DC-grid variables are also included in this table. The AC
areas are simulated with the full non-linear model described
by (1), (5), (6), (7) and (10). For the DC grid, we use (4) to
calculate the DC load flow instead of making Assumption 1.
The continuous-time differential equations are integrated
using an Euler method with a time-discretisation step of
1 ms. To observe the system’s response to a power
imbalance, we assume that all the areas initially operate in
steady state at the nominal frequency. Then at time t ¼ 2 s, a
step increase by 5% of the value of Pol2 (see (6)) is considered.
5.2 Results
Fig. 4 gives the evolution of the frequencies when the
controller gains are chosen as a ¼ b ¼ 2 × 106. For
Fig. 3 Interconnected system topology of the benchmark system
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comparison, we also show in the same figure the frequency of
area 2 when the distributed control scheme is not applied (i.e.
with Pdc1 , . . . , P
dc
5 kept constant). The simulations show that
without the control scheme, the frequency of area 2
undergoes a deviation with transient maximum of 0.196 Hz
and stabilises at 49.927 Hz. When the control scheme is
applied, the maximum transient deviation of area 2 drops to
0.136 Hz, and the frequencies of the five areas converge to
each other to finally settle at 49.983 Hz. Fig. 5 shows the
evolution of Pdc1 , . . . , P
dc
5 expressed in MW. P
dc
2 is the
power injection which varies the fastest. In particular, it
decreases by 5% in the 2 s following the load step increase.
For information, Fig. 6 shows the DC voltages of the
converters, whose variations because of the control scheme
are small with respect to their absolute values. In particular,
the band of variation of each voltage remain separate from
each other, except those of V dc2 and V
dc
4 .
The above results show that our control scheme leads to
a significant improvement in the steady-state frequency
deviation of area 2, from 0.073 to 0.017 Hz. However, the
transient performance is quite poor, since the maximum
transient deviation is just slightly reduced from 0.196 to
0.136 Hz. To improve the transient performance, we increase
the controller gains. For the sake of simplicity, we impose
that a ¼ b. Figs. 7 and 8 shows the frequencies when the
controller gains are increased to a ¼ b ¼ 1 × 107.
Compared to Fig. 4, the transient behaviour is significantly
improved with the larger controller gains: the frequencies of
all the areas converge to each other more quickly; the
maximal transient deviation of area 2 is reduced to 0.075 Hz,
whereas the steady-state equilibrium does not change, as
suggested by Proposition 1. The improvement in the
Fig. 4 Frequencies of the five AC areas under the control scheme
when a ¼ b ¼ 2 × 106. f2 when the primary reserves are not
shared is also shown
Fig. 5 Power injections from the five AC areas into the DC grid
when a ¼ b ¼ 2 × 106
Table 1 Parameter values for the AC areas and initial values of the DC-grid variables
Area Unit
1 2 3 4 5
fnom 50 50 50 50 50 Hz
P om 50 80 50 30 80.4 MW
Pnom 50 80 50 30 80.4 MW
J 2026 6485 6078 2432 4863 kg m2
Dg 48.4 146.4 140 54.7 95.1 W s
2
s 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.03 (dimensionless)
Tsm 1.5 2.0 2.5 2 1.8 s
P ol 100 60 40 50 40 MW
Dl 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 s
P
dc
250 20 10 220 40.4 MW
V
dc
99.17 99.60 99.73 99.59 100 kV
Fig. 6 DC voltages of the converters when a ¼ b ¼ 2 × 106
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transient behaviour comes at the price of faster variations of the
power injections, which are shown in Fig. 8. In this case, Pdc2
decreases by 10% within 0.6 s after the load step increase.
Nevertheless, even for these larger controller gains, the
variations in Pdci remain moderately small. From an
engineering point of view, the power injection variations
shown in the figures are within modern converters’ power-
tracking speed, as shown in other studies such as [17, 18].
The DC voltages of the converters in this case, which are not
given in this paper, differ little from Fig. 6.
In the simulations, we have considered that the primary
reserve of each generator was equal to its initial power
output. For the case of smaller reserves, additional
simulations not reported in the paper show that the
frequencies still converge even if some areas have reached
their primary reserve limits. However, when the primary
reserves of all areas are depleted, generators are unable to
restore the overall power balance and all the frequencies
would keep decreasing, until they reach a certain threshold
that triggers emergency control actions such as load-
shedding in a real power system.
6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we presented a control scheme to share primary
reserves among non-synchronous AC areas connected by
an MT-HVDC system. With this control scheme, in
response to a power imbalance in one area, all the areas
modify their power injections into the DC grid in a
coordinated way so that their frequency deviations converge
to each other. A theoretical study indicates that, under some
assumptions, the interconnected system is stable and,
following a power imbalance in one area, converges
towards a new equilibrium with identical frequency
deviations in all the areas. Simulations on a benchmark
system with five non-identical AC areas show that with a
proper choice of the controller gains, the frequency
deviations of all the areas rapidly converge to each other
following a step change in the load demand. These
simulations, together with others not reported in this paper,
highlight that our control scheme can make good use of the
fast power-tracking capability of HVDC converters to
coordinate primary frequency control efforts among non-
synchronous AC areas.
This control scheme can be improved along several lines.
One way of improvement could be to choose different gains
for the subcontrollers, or even let them vary on-line in
accordance with the operational conditions of the areas, so
that other factors can be taken into account. For example,
the relative size of one area with respect to others can be
considered, so that in response to a major power imbalance
in a larger area, a smaller area with less primary reserves
can choose to stop sharing its own reserve if it judges that a
further sharing of its reserve would jeopardise its own
stability. In this way, the HVDC system would still play the
role of ‘firewall’ that prevents cascading outages across AC
areas. Another way of improvement would be to adapt the
control scheme so as to compensate for the time needed for
the subcontroller to gather the frequency information of
other areas. Indeed, compensating for these time-delays is
important since as shown in another paper of the authors
[15], they may lead to undamped frequency oscillations. It
is also possible to propose control schemes that avoid
explicit communication between the AC areas, and
nevertheless allow some sharing of primary reserves, see
for example [19–22].
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